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****King of the Asheville Coven is a short story that can be read as a standalone Vampire Romance,

or as a spinoff of T. S. Joyce's International Bestselling Harper's Mountains series. This is book 1 in

the Winterset Coven series.****Aric Teague is the king of the local coven, and trying to do a better

job than the last leader. Add to that a new job at the Winterset Fire Department, and the last thing

he needs is to complicate his life further. But when he lays eyes on a fiercely beautiful Sadey, all

bets are off the table. Sheâ€™s an unregistered shifter, and his coven is bound to be furious, but he

wants to know more about the sassy beauty with all the secrets.Sadey Lowen is a rare shifter in

hiding. All she wants is to keep her life simple, but an accident puts her right in the path of a

handsome firefighter with terrifying eyes and fangs to match. Every instinct is screaming for her to

run, but the King of the Asheville Coven is slowly working his way into her mind, and her

heart.Content Warning: Explicit love scenes, naughty language, and piles of sexy vampire and

shifter secrets. Intended for mature audiences.
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I'm so glad Aric got his happy ending. You can tell that he was a good guy but had a large weight on

the shoulders trying to keep his coven alive. He had hard choices make and made the best ones for

his coven and all shifters. Now they are starting over in a new town and have to prove themselves

again. Sadey is on the run but from who. Their connection is quick and strong. Neither of them can

deny it for long. Great short read and I hope Garret gets a story also.

I really am so glad that the author wrote a book for Aric. I always liked him in the Bloodrunner

series. I really hope she continues this with a whole new series because I love vamp stories. As

always I enjoy T S Joyce's books. She writes them so well. You are wrapped up in the characters

lives in their desires and dreams.I recommend all of her books. If you like shifter stories she is an

excellent writer and you will love them. These are more than light stories. Usually she added some

depth and twist to the plots. Yes they have a plot besides the love story.This book is a short story so

it isn't as deep as her other books but I still loved it. You will enjoy it.

I need to start by saying that I don't give books 5 stars often, but T.S Joyce is the author who

deserves most of them.I need to write SO MANY happy reviews! I have been buying T. Joyce's

books for a couple of years now, but I always seemed to be in the middle of another series when a

new one came out. I had read the first two series, so I knew I would like them, but I wanted to wait

until I had time to read them all together. Well, about 2 months ago I finally started reading again.

These books just get better and better! I never get bored, each story is new and compelling, each

character full of life. I think that Clint and Air Ryder are my favorite characters, followed closely by

Beaston. I am often surprised by which characters I end up liking the most. It seems like the ones I

start out really disliking become the ones whose stories I end up most loving. Every time I went on

to a new grouping in the series I always get a little worried that this will be the time when the new

storyline won't quite match up to the ones that came before, and each time I worry for nothing. Aric's

story was the same. I wasn't sure I wanted to read his story. I didn't know if I wanted to like him. But

Ms. Joyce did it again! I loved "King of Asheville" as much as every other book. I loved how the

characters developed, and learning their history, the reasons behind why they acted as they did. I'm

still hooked. Now I want to know Garrett's story. And I CAN'T WAIT to finally know what is behind

those shades Kane always wears, especially after "The Novak Raven". Keep it up T.S. Joyce, I'll

keep reading!!

I love TS Joyce's books more than anything because they're never a disappointment. She always



delivers interesting characters with individual stories that pull you right into her world. I'm so happy

she didn't make us wait for this story. I loved the new shifter animal and learning more about the

King of the Coven. I was really looking forward to his story not as much as Kane's but still. I really

hope she puts out Garrett's story too. I need to read it!

*squee* When we first met Aric, he was the one to hate along with Arabella. Now we get to see how

he came to be the King he is. I truly hope the King of Asheville Coven will become a Winterset

Coven series in the making. I so love these books and have read all of TS Joyce's. Well I hope I

have....Quick endearing story of a man turned vamp against his will and his evolution into being a

great King to his Coven.

This was a great novella associated with the Bloodrunner crew. It was an enjoyable read on a new

subject and made the reading about the Bloodrunners even more exciting. I look forward to reading

more about Aric and his coven, especially about Garrett who seems to be quite the hard assed

second for Aric. Of course, every single series T.S. Joyce has written has been fabulous for me and

I own them all.

Another winner from Ms. Joyce! We first read about Aric in Harper's Mountains series, book one.

Even then, he showed he wasn't quite the bad guy "vampire" brings to mind. He's a firefighter and a

paramedic. Can't be ALL bad! This story is his happily ever after. It's also the way for his Coven to

heal, mentally and physically.Fast read, but worth it!

Well once again T. S. Joyce has filled the pages with words that make a story great! It is not an

ordinary vamp book but one filled with the love of reading and writing. Readers will love every

minute and crave more before they even reach the next page never wanting it end. Excited can not

even explain how I feel knowing this is the beginning of a great new series.
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